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Spin coherence in a two-dimensional electron gas with Rashba spin-orbit interaction
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~Received 12 November 2001; revised manuscript received 14 February 2002; published 31 May 2002!

We study spin-relaxation phenomena in a two-dimensional electron gas in the presence of Rashba spin-orbit
coupling. A tight-binding model including Rashba spin-orbit coupling is used to study spin relaxation and spin
diffusion in a two-dimensional electron gas within Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism. It is shown that the spin-
diffusion length is not independent of the mean free path as predicted by the motional narrowing effect. Further
it is demonstrated that spin relaxation is anisotropic and can show a nonmonotonic dependence on Fermi
energy due to nonparabolicity of the band.
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The emerging field of spintronics relies on the use of el
tron spins within semiconductors for the storage of coh
ence and its possible use for magnetoelectronic applicatio1

For this it is desirable to know how the spin relaxation o
curs in semiconductors. One of the ways through which s
polarization can be lost is via spin-orbit coupling. Of partic
lar interest is the Rashba spin-orbit2 coupling ~RSO!, which
exists in asymmetric heterostructures and can be contro
by an external gate voltage.3,4 For a two-dimensional elec
tron gas~2DEG! lying in the xy plane the RSO interaction

takes the formHR5a(kysx2kxsy)[BW R(kW )•sW , where sW

5(sx ,sy ,sz) denotes the Pauli spin matrices,a is the RSO
coupling parameter, andBW R(kW ) is the Rashba field. The di
rection and magnitude of the Rashba fieldBW R(kW ) depend on
the electron momentumkW . RSO coupling causes a slow sp
dephasing by a mechanism known as D’yakonov-Pere5

which is a continuous spin precession during electron f
flights, contrary to the other spin-relaxation processes
the Elliot-Yafet6 and Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanisms,7 which
lead to instantaneous spin flips. When an electron pro
gates, its spin precesses around the direction ofBW R(kW ). The
length over which its spin precesses by an anglep is known
as spin precession length and is related toa as Lsp'p/a.
Scattering from boundary or impurity changes the direct
of the Rashba fieldBW R(kW ) which depends on the electro
wave vector and causes the electron to precess around a
direction. Thus randomizing the precession process ca
spin relaxation. The corresponding spin-relaxation timetf is
given by tf'1/(v2tel), where tel is elastic-scattering
time.8,9 The corresponding spin-diffusion length is given

Lsd5A( 1
2 )vF

2teltf5Lsp which is independent of the mea
free path (Le). It is important to realize that although th
disorder increases the spin-relaxationtime ~motional narrow-
ing effect8,9!, this increase is exactly compensated by
reduction of the diffusion constant, leading to a sp
diffusion length that is essentially independent of the diso
der. The two latter quantities are probed by different kinds
experiments, namely, in a time-resolved or spatially resol
experiment, respectively. We report numerical calculation
a square lattice of lengthLx ~direction of current flow! and
width Ly along the transverse direction, which shows th
spin-diffusion length is not independent of the mean f
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path (Le) as predicted by the motional narrowing effect.8 We
show that this deviation occurs in two opposite regimes, s
cifically, ~i! thediffusiveregime (Lx@Le ,Ly@Le) when spin
precession length is much larger than the mean free p
(Lsp@Le) and ~ii ! the quasiballistic regime (Lx@Le ,Ly
!Le) when spin precession length is much smaller than
mean free path (Lsp!Lel). Further it is shown that in case~i!
where (Lsp@Lel), the spin-diffusion length can be nonmon
tonic as a function of Fermi energy due to nonparabolicity
the band. It is also shown that spin relaxation is anisotro
which has important consequences for the Datta-D
transistor.10 These important results are reported in this p
per. We would like to stress that the results presented h
are obtained within the single band tight-binding model u
ing a recursive Green-function method,11 which is an exact
method and takes into account thequantum effectsat the
single-particle level.

The Hamiltonian of a 2DEG lying in thexy plane in
presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling is in a continu
given by H5\2(kx

21ky
2)/2m* 1a(kysx2kxsy)1V(x,y),

where V(x,y) is the confining potential. ForV(x,y) we
choose a hard wall confining potential. We discretize
above Hamiltonian on a square lattice of lattice spacinga
with Nx sites in the longitudinal direction~current direction!
(Lx5Nxa) andNy lattice sites along the transverse directi
(Ly5Nya), attached to two ideal nonmagnetic leads on
left and right. The corresponding tight-binding Hamiltonia
including the RSO,2 takes the form11,12

H5(
i j ,s

«ci , j ,s
† ci , j ,s1t (

^ i , j &s
ci 11,j ,s

† ci , j ,s1ci , j 11,s
† ci , j ,s

1H.c.2lso (
i , j ,s,s8

$2ci 11,j ,s
† ci , j ,s8~ isy!ss8

1ci , j 11,s
† ci , j ,s8~ isx

ss8!1H.c.%. ~1!

Hereci , j ,s
† is the creation operator of an electron with spins

at site (i , j ), « is a random on-site energy~we use the ran-
dom Anderson model for disorder with widthW), t is the
hopping energy (t5\2/2m* a2; we set t51 for numerical
simulation!, sss8

x ,sss8
y , andsss8

z are the Pauli matrix ele-
ments, the summation̂i , j & runs over nearest-neighbor site
and lso5(a/2a) is the RSO coupling parameter having
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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dimension of energy. The RSO coupling causes spin split
for kWÞ0, DE52ak, which is linear in momentum and at th
same time causes the spin to precess around the Rashba
BW R(kW ) with frequencyv5DE/2\.

For later reference we remind the reader that within
Born approximation the mean free path in two dimension
given byLe5(12\v f /2pN2d(Ef)W

2)a, W is strength of the
Anderson disorder, andN2d(EF) is the density of states
Here we also remind that in two dimensions the density
states is singular in the middle of the band, while it goes t
constant near the band edge. We will see later that this
lead to a nonmonotonic behavior for spin-diffusion length
a function of Fermi energy.

The conductance and spin-resolved conductances
calculated using Landauer-Bu¨ttiker13 formalism with the
help of nonequilibrium Green’s-function formalism.11

The two-terminal spin-resolved conductance~for a
given spin-quantization axis! is given by11 Gss8(eF)

5 e2/hTr@G1
sG1Nx

ss81GNx

s8GNx1
s8s2#,where G1(Nx) is the self-

energy function for the isolated ideal leads, which are giv
by Gp(q)5t2Ap(q) , whereAp(q) is the spectral density in th
respective lead when it is decoupled from the structure,

G1Nx

ss81 and GNx1
s8s2 are the retarded and advanced Gree

functions of the whole structure, taking leads into accou
The trace is over spatial degrees of freedom. The total c
ductance is the sum of the spin-conserved conductance
spin-flip conductance, i.e.,G5Gsc1Gs f , where the spin-
conserved and spin-flip conductances areGsc5G↑↑1G↓↓

and Gs f5G↑↓1G↓↑, respectively. We point out that in ou
simulation the injected current is unpolarized since the id
leads are nonmagnetic, however by analyzing the s
resolved conductances we can study the spin-relaxation
diffusion phenomena which would be observable when
injector and detector are magnetic. Note that is also poss
to obtain such information without magnetic leads, by pol
izing and analyzing the electron gas optically.

Figure 1 depicts the conductance and spin-resolved c
ductance for different spin-quantization axes as a function
length Lx . The width of the channel is fixed andLy580a.
The other parameters areLe5122a andLsp5104a. This set
of parameters corresponds to the case~ii ! discussed in the

FIG. 1. Conductance~solid line!, spin-conserved conductanc
~dashed line!, and spin-flip conductance~dot-dashed line! as a func-
tion of channel length. The spin-quantization axis is alongy for the
left panel and alongx axis for the right panel. The model paramete
areEf51.1t, Ly580a, W50.5utu, andlso50.03utu.
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introduction. The behavior of spin-resolved conductance
different for different quantization axes since the system c
sidered here is confined along the transversey direction, and

the effective Rashba fieldBW R(kW ) is almost parallel to they
axis, hence the spin polarization does not show the osc
tion when the spin-quantization axis is alongy ~left panel in
Fig. 1!. We note that the spin-diffusion length (Lsd) is larger
than the spin precession length (Lsp). The right panel in Fig.
1 shows this clearly whereGsc and Gs f show oscillatory
behavior as a function of lengthLx , for lengths larger than
the spin precession length (Lsp5104a). The period of oscil-
lation is given byLsp and since there are many such oscil
tions it implies thatLsd is larger than theLsp .14 In a recent
model calculation by Silsbee15 no such oscillation was
found. The model used in Ref. 15 ignores spin memory
tween successive scattering events, while our calculatio
exact and hence the spin memory between successive
tering events is taken into account which is aquantum effect.

An appropriate quantity which is suitable to study sp
diffusion is the polarization of the transmitted electrons, d
fined asP5 (Gsc2Gs f)/Gsc1Gs f . From the definition it is
clear that the polarizationP lies strictly between11 ~spin
conserved! and21 ~spin flip!. The polarization correspond
ing to Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. We see that the polarizati
is always positive for spin-quantization axisy while for spin-
quantization axisz it shows oscillation of the largest ampl
tude. The amplitude of oscillation is different for differen
cases signifying that the spin-diffusion length
anisotropic.11 This implies that for the Datta-Das10 spin tran-
sistor a larger current modulation will be obtained as a fu
tion of gate voltage when the magnetization direction
injector-detector ferromagnets is parallel to thez axis.16

Figure 3 illustrates the point that to preserve spin pol
ization one needs to confine electrons to a width of the or
of the mean free path and not to tens of the mean free pat
claimed from real-space Monte Carlo simulation.17 The
mean free path (Le) for Fig. 3 is 30a; we see that the polar
ization for channel widths (Ly) 30a, 50a, and 80a decays
much faster as a function of channel length compared to
channel widths 10a, and 20a, which are less than the mea
free path. This corresponds to the quasiballistic case, i.e.
case~ii ! discussed in the introduction. Also the polarizatio
remains almost unchanged corresponding to channel w
10a, which is consistent with the one-dimensional limit e
hibiting no spin depolarization, since all rotations are alo
one axis and are commuting.18

Now we present the result for the regime~i! discussed in
the introduction whereLsp@Le so that during free flight
electron polarization precesses by an angle smaller thanp.
The results are shown in Fig. 4, where we have plotted
larization for spin-quantization axisy for different mean free
paths as a function of spin precession lengthLsp .

We see in Fig. 4~left panel! that as we reduce the mea
free path while keeping the spin precession length fixed
observe an enhancement of the polarizationP, or in other
words polarization decay is reduced, i.e., disorder helps
preserve spin polarization. Forlso /t>0.02, in thequasibal-
listic regime, polarization is enhanced as we increaselso /t
5-2
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as is seen from the Fig. 4 right panel~curve corresponding to
Le5120a). This corresponds to the case~ii ! (Lsp /Le!1)
discussed in the introduction, though the conditions are
posite to that of case~i! which is a motional narrowing re
gime. Hence in the diffusive case spin polarization is e
hanced as we increase the dimensional parameterLsp /Le
@1 ~Fig. 4, left panel! while for the quasiballistic case spi
polarization is enhanced whenLsp /Le!1 ~Fig. 4, right
panel!. In this sense these two opposite regimes behave s
larly.

Thus encouraged by the results we study the spin di
sion as a function of Fermi energy. A motivation comes fro
the simple observation that the mean free path in two dim
sions behaves likeLe'A(Ef)/@N2d(Ef)W

2#; any deviation

FIG. 2. ~Color! Polarization as function of channel length fo
spin-quantization axesx, y, and z. The model parameters are th
same as those for Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Polarization as function of channel length fo
different channel widths. The mean free path and spin preces
length are 30a and 104a (lso50.03utu), respectively. The othe
parameters are the same as those for Fig. 1.
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from nonparabolicity in the band will effect the density
states and therefore the spin relaxation. Near the band ed
where the energy band can be well approximated by
rabola, the mean free path increases as Fermi energy i
creased sinceN2d(Ef) is constant, however, as one a
proaches the band centerN2d(Ef) starts to diverge
logarithmically ~Van Hove singularity!; this in turn causes
the mean free path to decrease. This is due to nonparabo
of the energy band and in recent experiments by Huet al.,4 it
was reported to cause a reduction in the RSO couplinglso
by 25%. The reduction inlso due to nonparabolicity is en
couraging since it will increase the spin precession len
which can only help to push the parameters in the regime~ii !
discussed in the introduction. From the discussion above

on
FIG. 4. ~Color! Polarization as function of the RSO couplin

parameter. Different curves correspond to different mean free p
as indicated in the figure. The lengthLx and widthLy are both equal
to 80a andEF51.1utu.
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see that as we move away from the band edges, initially
mean free path will increase and then start to decrease,
will be shortest at the band center. Though the presenc
disorder will weaken the singularity in the density of stat
the density of states still remains peaked at the band cent
reported recently in Ref. 19. Hence enhancement of spin
herence, i.e., polarization, should be maximum at the b
center. This is clearly seen in Fig. 5, where we have plot
polarization as a function of Fermi energy for differe
strengths of disorder, wherelso /t50.02 or the equivalen
spin precession length isLsp5157a. We notice that in the

FIG. 5. ~Color! Polarization as function of Fermi energy in uni
of utu. Different curves correspond to different values of disord
strengthW. The system size is (80a380a). The RSO coupling
lso /t50.02 (Lsp5157a). Disorder averaging was performed fo
20 different realizations for eachW.
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middle of the band, polarization enhancement is largest c
pared to the ballistics case even for the weak disorder,
W/t50.5 and 1.0. This is in agreement with the fact th
densities of states are peaked at the band center.19

In the energy window22<EF /t<2 we are always in the
regime of infinitesimal rotations, i.e.,Lsp /Le@1, hence po-
larization is enhanced compared to the ballistic case irres
tive of disorder strength. Beyond22<Ef /t<0 the curve for
W/t52.0 shows an increase in polarization. This is expec
since an increase in disorder only helps to decrease the m
free path. This is in agreement with heuristic arguments p
sented above. So from this curve we can safely draw
conclusion that as we move away from the band edge, po
ization will decrease initially and then will start to increa
again it reaches the band center, i.e., polarization show
nonmonotonic behavior as a function of Fermi energy. T
nonmonotonic behavior should be seen with reference to
cent experiments onn-type GaAs,20 where the observed spi
lifetime shows a nonmonotonic behavior as a function
carrier density. In this experiment carrier density was co
trolled through doping, which increases the Fermi ene
and reduces the mean free path. However the results of
20 are for three-dimensional bulk material, hence we can
make a direct comparison with the experimental result. A
other interesting conclusion which can be drawn from Fig
is that in the diffusive case spin polarization can be preser
even for wide channels. This is clearly illustrated in Fig.
where all the curves in the presence of disorder lie above
curve for the ballistic case in the range22<Ef<2. This
might have an important implication for the Datta-Das sp
transistor,10 since it removes the stringent criterion to confi
electrons in one dimension.
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